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Non-technical summary 

Women do more housework than men. For most of history this phenomenon went largely 
unremarked: housework was what women did, while men supported their families with paid work. 
However, the role of women has been changing: women’s educational levels are now as good as, or 
better than, those of men; most women do paid work for most of their adult lives; and although 
gender pay gaps still exist, women’s earnings (in particular, the earnings of younger childless 
women) have been gradually approaching those of men. While things have also been changing in the 
domestic sphere, with men doing an increasing share of housework and childcare, surveys still show 
that women do the lion’s share of housework – even in households where both partners have full-
time paid jobs.  

Our work investigates whether men and women have systematically different preferences 
over housework because of internalised gender norms.  

Previous attempts to test for gender differences in preferences over housework have been 
based on information on reported satisfaction or wellbeing gathered from surveys. These potentially 
suffer from a number of problems. First, surveys find so few households in which the man does most 
of the housework that it’s impossible to obtain reliable estimates of how people feel about these 
arrangements. Second, there is a potential problem of post-hoc rationalisation – it’s likely that 
reported preferences are affected by people making the best of the situation in which they actually 
find themselves. And third, because preferences may be affected by some of the same factors which 
drive the amount of housework that people do, it’s almost impossible to work out the direction of 
any causal relationships.  

This paper takes a different approach, using data from an experiment conducted in the 
course of the Innovation Panel of Understanding Society. Men and women were presented with 
hypothetical scenarios (“vignettes”) in which several factors varied: the distribution of housework; 
the distribution of paid work; earnings; the presence of children; and whether the couple had paid 
help with housework. Each respondent was presented with three different scenarios, and was asked 
to rate how satisfied they would be with each scenario on a scale from 1 (completely dissatisfied) to 
7 (completely satisfied). In all, 4,547 valid responses were obtained from 1,609 respondents.  

There do not seem to be substantial gender differences in preferences over housework 
arrangements. Both men and women prefer scenarios in which housework is shared equally 
between members of a couple. Nevertheless, in situations where there is an unequal sharing of paid 
work between partners, women seem to have a stronger preference then men for adjusting their 
housework share in response to their paid work share. In particular, there is a specific scenario 
where preferences over housework share of men and women diverge, it is the scenario where 
women have a full-time work while their partner works part-time. In this scenario men are happier 
with an equal share of housework, while women are happier with a lower share of housework. 
Furthermore, in presence of a young child (6-moth or 5-year old) women preference for an equal 
share of housework intensifies more than men.  

We therefore conclude that the higher share of housework usually done by women cannot 
be explained by gender differences in the utility that men and women derive from doing housework.  
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ABSTRACT 

Using an experimental design, we investigate the reasons behind the gendered division of 

housework within couples. In particular, we assess whether the fact that women do more 

housework than men may be explained by differences in preferences deriving from 

differences in gender identity between men and women. We find little evidence of any 

systematic gender differences in the preference for housework, suggesting that the reasons for 

the gendered division of housework lie elsewhere. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we report on the results of a novel experiment to assess the role of gender 

identity in determining the level of utility which men and women derive from different 

allocations of housework between partners.  

The question of why women spend more time doing housework than their male partners 

has attracted considerable interest from scholars from across the social sciences (Becker 1965; 

Oakley 1974; Hakim 1996 and 2000; Akerlof and Kranton 2000; Baker and Jacobsen 2007; 

Lachance-Grzela and Bouchard 2010; Stratton 2012; and many others). This question is all the 

more relevant in the contemporary context where women’s labor market participation and 

earnings have increased vastly relative to those of men, and where women’s qualifications are 

now on a par with those of men, but where there remain large disparities in the amount of 

housework done by men and women (Brines 1993, 1994; Álvarez and Miles 2003, Bitman et 

al. 2003; Washbrook 2007; Kan et al. 2011).  

A range of theories have been advanced to explain this phenomenon. These will be 

discussed fully in Section 2, but the debate essentially boils down to whether women do more 

housework because their capabilities and characteristics are systematically different from 

those of men; or because they are responding to pressure arising from power dynamics within 

the partner relationship or from society at large; or because women’s gender identity means 

that they actually prefer to spend a greater proportion of their time doing housework than men 

do. It is this issue of differences in preferences arising from gender identity which this paper 

sets out to explore. 

The first model of economic behavior which incorporated gender identity into the utility 

function was proposed by Akerlof and Kranton (2000); this model has the potential to explain 

asymmetries in the allocation of paid and unpaid work which conventional utility-based 

models cannot. We test such a model in an experimental framework, using as a measure of 

utility the self-reported satisfaction in a factorial survey experiment, and testing whether 

gender is a relevant determinant of the utility individuals derive from housework.  

Subjective assessments such as self-reported satisfaction are now widely used and 

accepted. See Diener et al. (1999) and Kahneman and Krueger (2006) for a review of 

subjective wellbeing measures and Clark et al. (2008) for a discussion on whether self-

reported satisfaction (happiness) refers to utility. Nevertheless, we recognize that self-

reported satisfaction measures have not been accepted with universal enthusiasm and 
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economists are still skeptical about their reliability (for a review of advantages and limits of 

subjective measures, see Bertrand and Mullainathan 2001 and Ravallion and Lokshin 2001). 

The main concerns are that individuals might understand subjective questions differently, or 

might differ in their use of the scale provided to rank their situation. This heterogeneity in 

response style across individuals may lead to biased estimates; however, this is less of an 

issue in our experimental context, for two reasons. First, in our experimental design the 

principal factors affecting utility are randomly assigned, therefore avoiding any potential 

correlation between these factors and unobserved individual characteristics. Second, we 

explicitly take account of the issue of heterogeneity by collecting multiple observations on 

participants and controlling for individual effects, showing that unobserved individual-

specific characteristics (such as personality traits and response styles) are uncorrelated with 

the experimental factors explaining the level of satisfaction (utility).  

There currently exists hardly any empirical evidence on how gender, and gender identity, 

affect the utility which individuals derive from the division of labor between partners. In fact, it 

is far from straightforward to use survey data to test empirically whether men and women have 

different preferences over the allocation of paid or unpaid work. There is no shortage of 

available data: several household surveys include questions on the allocation of paid work and 

housework between partners, and on individuals’ satisfaction with these arrangements. 

However, these data contain only reports of people’s satisfaction with their actual arrangements, 

and not the level of satisfaction that they would experience under alternative arrangements. This 

leads to three main problems.  

First, some distributions of housework and paid work are rarely observed in surveys (for 

example, households where the woman does more paid work, and earns more, and does less 

housework, than her male partner, are present only in very low numbers in most survey-based 

samples). This means that it is not possible to estimate preferences over the entire range of 

potential distributions of housework and paid work, because there are simply too few 

observations in some parts of the full space.  

Second, people’s satisfaction with the situation in which they actually find themselves 

may be affected by a process of ex-post rationalization, and may be a poor reflection of what 

their preferences might be, given the possibility of one or more alternative situations. 

Third, and perhaps most importantly, people’s actual hours of domestic and market 

work, as well as other factors such as their wage levels, are largely determined by their own 
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characteristics and those of their partners – and some of these may be the same characteristics 

which drive people’s utility with housework arrangements. Since surveys do not usually 

provide details on all potential relevant individual characteristics, empirical analyses are 

subject to problems with endogeneity, which means that it is difficult to draw causal 

inferences from survey data as to whether women’s greater contribution to housework arises 

as the result of gender-specific preferences, or as the result of a process of specialization 

triggered by partners’ differences in productivity in the market and in the home.  

In many contexts where behavior is endogenously determined, a randomized experiment 

would address the problem. However, the difficulties in carrying out a real-world randomized 

experiment in this context are obvious and insurmountable: it would simply not be possible to 

randomly allocate paid work, earnings or housework among a sample of couples.  

An alternative empirical approach is the use of laboratory, field or survey experimental 

designs (see Croson and Gneezy 2009, Bertrand 2011). Three examples of experimental 

studies on gender identity are the lab experiment run by Cadsby et al. (2013) to test the effect 

of gender identity on attitudes to risk and competition, the lab experiment by Görges (2014) 

to test gender specific patterns in couples’ work specialization decisions and the factorial 

survey experiment adopted by Abraham et al. (2010) to test the effect of gender role attitudes 

on migration decisions within dual-earner partners. However, no experiment has previously 

been carried out to test differences in the perceived utility of housework arrangements 

between partners. 

The current experiment is designed as follows. We invite people to imagine themselves 

and their partners in several different hypothetical domestic scenarios (“vignettes”), and to 

tell us how satisfied they would be with each set of arrangements. We generate these 

hypothetical scenarios using a multi-factorial experimental survey design1; that is, as well as 

varying the distribution of housework between the different scenarios, we also vary a range of 

                                                 
 

1  Factorial survey experiments have been widely used by sociologists to study beliefs, attitudes 
and decisions (see Wallander 2009 for a review). Economists have used similar methods to 
study individual choice and willingness to pay, preferences across products for marketing 
purposes, evaluations of non-market goods such as health and environmental conditions, and 
to assess the utility of objects and situations (‘stated preference experiments’, ‘stated choice 
experiments’ and ‘conjoint valuation methods’ in e.g. Green and Srinivasan 1990; Louviere 
et al. 2000; Bateman et al. 2002; Amaya-Amaya et al. 2008; Sándor and Franses 2009).  
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other factors: the share of paid work done by each partner; the level of respondents’ own 

earnings and their partners’ earnings; the presence and age of children in the home; and 

whether the household employs paid help (i.e. whether there is some market substitution of 

domestic work).  

The experimental design is described in detail in Section 3. A feature of this design is that 

vignettes are randomly allocated between households, with male and female members of 

couples receiving sets of vignettes which are identical but “reflected” (that is, the same 

housework and paid work arrangements, but with the roles of the male and female partners 

exchanged). This design allows us to assess directly whether the perceived utility derived from 

different work arrangements differs between men and women. A finding that there are 

systematic differences between men’s and women’s utility (and/or that both men and women 

prefer arrangements under which the woman does most of the housework) would lead us to 

conclude that gender identity, i.e. the internalization of social gender norms, affects the derived 

utility of men and women, as suggested by Akerlof and Kranton (2000). Conversely, finding 

that there are few or no differences in perceived utility between men and women (and the 

absence of a preference for gendered arrangements among either men or women) would lead us 

to conclude that gender identity does not play a significant role in determining the level of utility 

arising from different working arrangements; that in general, preferences over the division of 

work between partners are the same for men and women; and that the tendency of women to 

specialize more in housework is not due to preferences, but must be due to some other factor: 

women’s comparative advantage in domestic activities, as suggested by Becker (1965), or social 

gender norms that are not internalized by women, but that are nevertheless enforced.  

The main analysis in this paper is carried out via linear random effects regressions; in 

addition, we carry out a range of validity checks and sensitivity analyses, including the 

estimation of a linear regression with fixed effects and an ordered probit specification with 

random effects, checks on whether unobserved characteristics such as mood and personality 

traits might affect the level of reported satisfaction; and checks on whether people abstract 

from their own gender when answering vignette questions. We also repeat our analysis on 

subsamples of individuals, in order to test whether gender differences, which are not evident 

across the population in general, may be present for groups in specific circumstances: (i)  

those who are actually married or living with a partner, (ii) those who have children in real 

life, and (iii) people who undertake a high share of housework in real life. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE 

Becker (1965) models choices relating to the allocation of housework and paid work between 

partners as being determined by the returns from specialization: if one partner is relatively 

more productive than the other in market work, the overall utility accruing to a household will 

be maximized if that partner specializes in market work while the other specializes in 

housework. This would explain why, in a context where men have higher levels of human 

capital than women, men do the majority of paid work and women do most of the housework. 

However, it also implies that if women and men had identical levels of human capital, we 

should observe both sexes doing similar shares of market work and housework. In fact, in real 

life, women generally do more housework than men, even when partners have similar levels 

of education (Brines 1993, 1994; Akerlof and Kranton, 2000).  

Becker (1985) explains this gender asymmetry in housework shares as a consequence of 

the comparative advantage of women in childcare and in other domestic activities such as 

cooking and cleaning. Women’s comparative advantage in these areas means that they end up 

doing more childcare and housework, and consequently choose paid jobs that are more 

flexible, less demanding and less well rewarded. This is the main explanation that Becker 

(1985) proposes for the gendered division of housework; however, he notes that gender 

asymmetry could also be justified by any other factor which leads women to have lower-paid 

jobs, including (but not limited to) discrimination against women, social norms, “gender 

exploitation”, and work interruptions for childbearing. As long as women tend to be paid less 

than men in the labor market for whatever reason, they have a comparative advantage for 

specializing more in housework. In theory this specialization is gender-neutral, meaning that 

if a man were comparatively more productive than his female partner in the domestic sphere, 

he should do a higher share of the housework than his partner.2 However, in real life, women 

are observed to do a larger share of housework even when their market work share is as large 

as, or even larger than, their partner’s (Brines 1993, 1994). This empirical evidence runs 

counter to the theoretical suggestion that work arrangements between partners are gender-

neutral.  
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For this reason, sociologists have criticized economic theories that assume a gender-

neutral housework division and have sought alternative explanations for the gender asymmetries 

observed in society; proposed theories include women’s lack of power within the family and in 

society at large (Lennon and Rosenfield 1994, Baxter and Western 1998) and social gender 

norms, either externally imposed on women, or internalized by them (Brines 1994; Baxter and 

Western 1998; Bianchi et al. 2000). Hakim (2000) is the leading proponent of sociological 

theories based on internalized preferences. Her “preference theory” argues that preferences over 

paid work and domestic work differ systematically between men (whose preferences are largely 

homogeneous) and women (who are highly heterogeneous). She categorizes between 10% and 

30% of women as “career-oriented”, prioritizing paid work and life in the public arena; a similar 

proportion as “family-oriented”, prioritizing work in the home and investments in children; and 

the remainder as “adaptive”, valuing activity in both the domestic and the public spheres.  

More recently, economists have also recognized the existence of gender norms and have 

attempted to identify an economic rationale for these norms. One proposal (see Hadfield 

1999; Baker and Jacobsen 2007) is that a gendered division of labor attenuates co-ordination 

issues between partners and the “marital hold-up problem”. It is in the interests of both 

partners to co-ordinate the division of domestic and market labor between them, with one 

partner specializing more in labor market activities and the other in domestic activities. 

However, the co-ordination exercise may not be straightforward, especially when people have 

incomplete information on their partners’ characteristics. In such a situation, a customary 

gendered division of labor may help in attenuating these coordination issues. Additionally, 

men and women have to decide how much to invest in learning market and domestic 

activities before searching for a mate, and without information on the capabilities of their 

future partner in these domains. In the absence of behavioral norms, there will be an incentive 

for both partners to over-invest in learning market activities and to under-invest in learning 

domestic skills, since in the case of a divorce a partner who has specialized more in market 

work will have better outside options than a partner who has specialized more in housework 

                                                                                                                                                        
 
2 A gender-neutral specialization is also suggested by more recent economic papers (see 

Becker 1973; Gronau 1973 and 1977; Donni and Chiappori 2011). 
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(Ott 1992). This problem of suboptimal investments is termed the marital hold-up problem3, 

and is ameliorated by social norms relating to the gendered division of labor.  

While this explanation provides a justification for these social norms, it does not 

explain why people conform to them. Social norms can only exist if deviating behaviors are 

socially sanctioned or if norm-compliance is rewarded (Axelrod 1984; Ott 1992). In modern 

societies there are no formal sanctions for people who deviate from a customary gender 

division of labor, and no formal rewards for those who conform; the only possible 

explanation for why people conform is that they internalize social norms. The internalization 

of social gender norms occurs when people conform to the behavior and role prescribed by 

social norms to affirm their gender self-image (gender identity). Behaviors and gender roles 

that deviate from those prescribed by social norms can cause anxiety and uneasiness and a 

loss of gender identity (West and Zimmerman 1987).  

Akerlof and Kranton (2000) develop an economic model that takes into consideration 

gender identity. They assume that people choose specific actions (behaviors) to maximize 

their utility, which depends on the consumption of goods and services made possible by the 

chosen actions and on how much these chosen actions reinforce the gender identity of the 

individual. Individuals who choose work arrangements which deviate from arrangements 

prescribed by social gender norms will incur a penalty in their utility compared to individuals 

whose choices affirm their gender self-image by conforming to customary gender roles. This 

influence of gender identity on individual utility provides a potential explanation for why 

women do more housework than their male partners, even when their earning power and 

hours of market work are equal to or higher than those of their partners. 

It is this idea that gender identity, in the form of internalized gender norms, influences 

people’s preferences, and that preferences in turn influence behavior, that this paper seeks to 

investigate.  

As mentioned in the Introduction, we are not aware of any existing research which 

directly examines the relationship between housework sharing within a partnership and the 

                                                 
 

3  As emphasized by Baker and Jacobsen (2007), the existence of a marital hold-up problem 
is consistent with a large set of economic models that explain the division of marital 
surplus between partners and the investment decisions by partners prior to the marriage 
(e.g. Konrad and Lommerud 2000; Vagstad 2001; Peters and Siow 2002). 
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utility of the partners. However, several studies on related themes exist, and are relevant to 

this study. Gough and Killewald (2001) use a quasi-experimental approach to evaluate the 

causal effect of exogenous changes in the share of market work within the partnership (in the 

form of unexpected job losses) on housework shares. They find that the effects of job loss are 

not gender-neutral: both men and women increase their share of housework on losing their job, 

but this increase is about twice as large for women as it is for men.  

Booth and Van Ours (2009) use data from the Household, Income and Labor Dynamics 

Survey in Australia (HILDA) to estimate the relationship between self-reported life and job 

satisfaction measures, and the allocation of paid work within households. They find that the 

men reporting the highest levels of satisfaction are those who work full-time, while the women 

reporting the highest levels of satisfaction are those who work part-time while their partner 

works full-time. However, they do not include housework shares in the model, and thus the 

study does not provide any direct evidence on the relationship between gender identity and the 

utility derived from different housework arrangements. 

Harryson et al. (2012) use a Swedish sample of cohabiting couples to study the 

relationship between psychological distress and different housework arrangements, finding that 

psychological distress is more common, in both men and women, in households where the 

woman does most of the housework. Sigle-Rushton (2010) finds that the incidence of divorce is 

lower in families where the father is involved in housework and childcare. None of these studies 

directly investigates the relationship between housework and individual-level utility; 

nevertheless, they appear to suggest that certain beneficial outcomes are associated with a more 

equal distribution of domestic labor. 

Görges (2014) run a small lab experiment to test gender specific patterns in work 

specialization decisions for heterosexual couples who are partners in real life and for fictitious 

partners who are a pair of strangers. Both individuals in each couple can choose to complete a 

performance-based paid task or they can cooperate and agree that one of them completes the 

paid task while the other performs an unpaid task that will triple the pay-rate for the partner who 

completes the paid task. After the tasks are completed individuals are informed about their own 

pay-off but not about the payoff of their partner and they can decide how much to share of their 

pay-off with their partner, knowing that the shared pay-off will be increased by 20% and equally 

distributed between the two partners. The lab experiment results seem to suggest that women 

are more likely to cooperate and choose the unpaid task but only if they are in a real partnership.  
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Several researchers (Álvarez and Miles 2003, Bitman et al. 2003; Washbrook 2007) have 

investigated the effect of earnings differences between partners on housework allocations. 

Álvarez and Miles (2003) find that gender differences are not explained by differences between 

partners in terms of wages or other observable characteristics, but by unobserved characteristics 

related to gender. Bitman et al. (2003) find that women’s housework decreases as their wages 

increase, but only up to the point where both partners earn the same; when women earn more 

than men, then they appear to compensate for this deviation from gender norms by doing more 

of the housework. Washbrook (2007) finds that while the amount of paid work done by women, 

especially mothers, is related to the wage difference between partners, the labor supply of men is 

not. An increase in women’s wages leads to a reduction in their housework and to a market 

substitution of their domestic work, but this is not the case for men. All these studies suggest a 

degree of gender asymmetry in the relationship between wages and housework.  

Hersch and Stratton (1994, 1997, 2002) and Bryan and Sevilla-Sanz (2011) also analyse 

the relationship between housework and wages but they focus on the effect of women’s 

housework shares on their earnings. They provide direct evidence that the larger share of 

housework done by women may lead to significantly lower wages, especially if they have 

children. 

3. DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

3.1. The UKHLS and the Innovation Panel 

This experiment was conducted as part of the UK Household Longitudinal Study (UKHLS, 

also known as Understanding Society). The UKHLS is a large-scale UK-based panel survey 

conducted by the Institute for Social and Economic Research at the University of Essex; it 

started in 2009 and has run annually since then (Buck and McFall 2012). The survey covers 

around 40,000 households and collects data on a range of individual and household domains; 

notably, for our purposes, it contains information on household structure, current and past 

employment, time spent on housework, individuals’ standards of housework, and, for people 

living with a partner, the shares of housework done by respondents and their partners. Also 

important for this study is that fact that both members of married and cohabiting couples are 

eligible for interview. 

A representative subset of around 1,500 households forms the survey’s Innovation 

Panel (IP). The IP functions as a test-bed for innovations in data collection methods and new 
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methods of research; it started in 2008, a year before the main UKHLS survey, and has been 

conducted each year since (Jäckle et al. 2014). IP participants are asked the same questions as 

other UKHLS interviewees; each year a small number of methodological experiments is also 

added. The experiment on housework satisfaction, on which this paper is based, forms part of 

the fifth IP (IP5), conducted in 2012. 

3.2. Experimental design 

Each individual participating in the experiment was presented with three hypothetical scenarios 

(vignettes) outlining different arrangements between partners for the sharing of housework. 

They were then asked to indicate what their level of satisfaction would be with each of the three 

scenarios, on a scale from 1 (completely dissatisfied) to 7 (completely satisfied). 

The three scenarios given to each respondent were selected from a battery of scenarios 

generated by varying five factors (“dimensions”) which are likely to impact on people’s 

satisfaction with housework arrangements: (1) the share of housework done by the 

respondent; (2) the hours of paid work of respondents and partners; (3) the hourly earnings of 

respondents and partners; (4) the presence and age of children in the home; and (5) whether 

the household employs paid help (in the form of a cleaner). Between two and five categories 

(“levels”) were defined for each of the five dimensions; these are presented in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1: DIMENSIONS AND CATEGORIES USED IN THE SCENARIOS 

 
Dimensions 

Categories 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 Hours of paid 
work  

Resp. and 
partner  

both work  
full-time 

Resp. and 
partner  

both work 
 part-time 

Resp. works 
 full-time, 

partner works 
part-time 

Resp. works 
part-time, 

partner works 
full-time 

- 

2 Hourly pay 
Partner’s pay 
double that of 
respondent 

Respondent’s 
pay double that 

of partner 

Resp. and 
partner’s pay 
about equal 

- - 

3 Number and 
age of children  

No  
children 

One child, age  
6 months 

One child, age  
5 years 

One child, age 
15 years - 

4 
Share of 
housework done 
by resp. 

None One quarter Half Three quarters All 

5 Paid housework None Cleaner, one 
morning a week  - - - 

Resp. stands for respondent. 

The full set of possible scenarios spans all 480 possible combinations4 of these categories; all 

experimental factors were fully crossed with each other, allowing the effects of each to be 

estimated free of the effects of the other categories, and also allowing estimation of the effects 

of all possible interactions and trade-offs between the experimental factors. Figure 1 shows 

the wording of one sample scenario generated under this procedure. 

                                                 
 

4 The number of possible combinations is the product of the number of categories:  
n = 4x3x4x5x2 = 480. 
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FIGURE 1: SAMPLE SCENARIO, WITH THE VARIED DIMENSIONS UNDERLINED 

“Imagine that you are married or cohabiting, you and your partner both have full time 
jobs, and your hourly pay is approximately the same as your partner’s. You have one 
child aged 5 years; your partner does one quarter of the housework while you do 
three quarters of it, and you do not employ anybody to help with the housework.” 
 
How satisfied would you say you are with the sharing of the housework? 

 

 Completely 
dissatisfied 

Mostly 
dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Mostly 
satisfied 

Completely 
satisfied  

  
 

       

 

The set of all 480 possible scenarios was used and split into 160 different questionnaire 

versions, each containing three scenarios, using a D-efficient sampling technique, which 

minimizes the correlations between dimensions (factors), and maximizes the variance of each of 

the factors within the questionnaire versions, therefore guaranteeing a “level balance” i.e. 

ensuring that each category occurs with about equal frequency (for details see Kuhfeld et al. 

1994; Atzmüller and Steiner 2010; Auspurg and Hinz  2015).  

These 160 questionnaire versions were randomly allocated to households participating 

in the experiment5, with the ordering of the three scenarios being randomized for each 

household. The randomization of question ordering neutralizes possible effects of the 

ordering of scenarios, such as carry-over or learning effects.  

We also included the following preamble before the three vignette questions:  “We are 

interested in the way people feel about how couples share housework. You will be asked 

about three different scenarios, each describing an imaginary situation relating to different 

work arrangements between couples. In some of the situations the couple may have children. 

                                                 
 

5  Randomization was done at the household level in order to obtain maximum statistical 
power when analyzing data at the partnership level. Presenting male and female partners with 
identical scenarios ensures that male/female differences in evaluations of the scenarios are 
not caused by differences in the experimental stimuli, but by differences in personal 
characteristics (including gender). In any case, randomizing at the household level still 
constitutes a random matching of experimental stimuli to personal characteristics, ensuring 
the high internal validity of an experimental approach (see the randomization checks below). 
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In these cases you should assume that both partners are involved in their day-to-day care, and 

that both are happy with the amount of time they spend with their children. We are really only 

interested in knowing how you feel about the way housework is shared. There are no right or 

wrong answers!” 

The experiment was administered in self-completion mode via computer-assisted self-

interview (CASI)6. Self-completion is the recommended mode for multi-factorial experiments 

of this type, firstly because the scenarios may be better understood if read directly by 

respondents than if they are read out by an interviewer; and secondly because self-completion 

reduces social desirability bias (Auspurg et al. 2014).  

Thorough pretests with oral feedback were run prior to the implementation of IP5, and 

suggested that respondents coped well with the hypothetical nature of the questions and the 

level of complexity of the experiment. 

This experimental design has a number of advantages. The selectivity and endogeneity 

issues referred to earlier, which are potentially so problematic in survey-based research, do 

not cause problems here, since the shares of housework and paid work in the vignettes are 

uncorrelated with other variables in the vignettes (earnings, the presence of children, and paid 

help with housework) and with individuals’ real-life characteristics, both observable and 

unobservable. The scenarios span the full space of possible combinations of housework, paid 

work and the other factors, so we do not run into the problem described earlier of insufficient 

observations in part of the space. We may be confident that the effects we estimate are indeed 

the effects of the allocation of housework on satisfaction, rather than a spurious effect caused 

by omitted variables. Because the share of housework is precisely stated in the scenarios, 

there are no measurement problems relating to the time spent on housework, which may be 

the case in surveys (see, e.g., Niemi, 1993; Lee and Waite 2005). Finally, the random 

allocation of stimuli to households means that all households (and all men and women in the 

sample) are presented on average with exactly the same scenarios. Thus, all gender 

differences in earning power and the shares of housework and market work have been leveled 

                                                 
 

6  The main mode of data collection in the IP5 sample varied as part of the experimental 
design of the IP, with around two-thirds of the sample being interviewed via computer-
assisted personal interview (CAPI) and the remainder completing web-based interviews. 
However, our experiment formed part of a self-completion module in all cases. 
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out; in this context, if we were to observe systematic gender differences in satisfaction with 

different types of scenario, these could not arise from different comparative advantages across 

the two spheres of work, as these have been effectively cancelled out in our experiment.  

3.3. Respondent sample and descriptive statistics 

Of 1,573 households eligible for interview at IP5, 1,224 (78% of the total) participated 

in the survey; 2,424 individuals in these households were eligible for personal interview, and 

of these, 1,995 (82% of the total) provided valid interviews. However, not all of these 

provided responses to the self-completion module containing the questions on housework 

satisfaction: in total, 1,609 of responding adults (81%) participated in the housework 

satisfaction experiments7. Some of these evaluated only one or two of the three vignettes; 

thus, a total of 4,547 valid evaluations were generated. Full details of sample sizes and non-

response are provided in Burton (2013).  

Because of non-response at various stages, it is possible that the sample of individuals 

providing valid responses is non-random. However, this type of experimental approach does 

not require a random sample of respondents, since the experimental stimuli are, by design, 

uncorrelated with any of the other factors affecting the dependent variable (Mutz, 2011). 

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for the sample. The mean of the dependent 

variable – satisfaction with the housework arrangements described in the vignettes – is just 

over 4, the midpoint of the range. The average satisfaction rating is slightly higher for men 

than for women; we will return to this in Section 4.  

                                                 
 

7  Note that the hypothetical nature of the vignettes, in which respondents were asked to 
imagine being married or living with a partner, meant that all adult IP sample members, 
and not just those actually living with a partner, were eligible to participate. 
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TABLE 2: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

 Mean Standard deviation 
Dependent variable: self-reported satisfaction    

Women 4.042 1.919 
Men 4.261 1.860 
All 4.142 1.895 

Vignette dimensions and categories   
Share of housework (ref: respondent does about 50%)   

Respondent does < 50% of housework 0.401  
Respondent does > 50% of housework 0.409   

Hours of paid work (ref: both partners work full-time)   
Both partners work part-time 0.248  
Respondent works full-time, partner part-time 0.250  
Respondent works part-time, partner full-time 0.241  

Hourly pay (ref: resp. and partner’s pay about equal)   
Respondent’s pay half that of partner 0.343  
Respondent’s pay double that of partner 0.330  

Paid help with housework (ref: none)   
Cleaner employed one morning per week 0.506  

Presence of children (ref: none)   
6-month old child 0.236  
5-year old child 0.253  
15-year old child 0.249  

“Real-life” characteristics   
Male 0.455  
Age  47.711 16.845 
Married 0.576  
Married or cohabiting 0.691  
No. of children 0.469 0.891 
Working 0.599  
Student or training 0.068  
Education (ref: no qualifications)   

GCSE/O-level 0.216  
A-level 0.215  
University degree 0.280  
Other 0.189  

Number of individuals 1,609  
Number of observations 4,547  

 

Below this are listed the distributions of the different vignette factors. Because these have 

been randomized, we expect the categories in each dimension to be evenly distributed across 

responses, and indeed, this is the case – for example, we see that in the “hours of paid work” 

dimension, each of the four possible full-time/part-time combinations accounts for close to 

25% of responses. Note that although the “share of housework” dimension initially consisted 

of five categories, we have collapsed the coding into three categories (respondent does less 

than 50%, about 50%, and more than 50% of the housework). This leads to much greater ease 
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in interpreting the results later in the paper, and does not change the interpretation of the 

results at all. 

The real-life characteristics of participants are shown in the lower part of Table 2. We 

see that around half the sample is male, the average age of respondents is around 48 years, 

and that around 70% are actually married or living with a partner. 

FIGURE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO HOUSEWORK SATISFACTION 

VIGNETTES 

 
Further detail on the distribution of our dependent variable is shown in Figure 2. The 

midpoint of the scale (neither satisfied nor dissatisfied) is the modal response; however, aside 

from this, the responses are much more evenly distributed across the scale, particularly at the 

lower end, than would be typical for “real-life” satisfaction measures carried in surveys (e.g., 

ONS 2013). This gives an indication that individuals are indeed responding to the wide 

variation in the stimuli contained in the vignettes. 

3.4. Preliminary tests of validity 

For the factorial survey method to work well, it is important that the three questions received 
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respondents’ personal characteristics; (b) the factors varying between questions are not cross-
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marital status, number of children, actual satisfaction with housework arrangements, 

both partners’ hours of housework, and between-partner differences in standards of 

housework). These coefficients were all below 0.04, demonstrating that condition (a) is 

satisfied. All cross-correlations between the factors varying between questions were also well 

below 0.04, satisfying condition (b). Finally, there is almost perfect balance between the 

levels of each of the factors, satisfying condition (c). We carry out further validity tests in 

Section 4.3. 

4. ESTIMATION AND RESULTS 

4.1. Model for estimation 

Our multifactorial experimental design allows us to study the relationship between 

individuals’ perceived utility derived from different arrangements for housework and paid 

work, controlling for the wage levels of both partners, for the presence and age of children, 

and for whether there is paid help for domestic work.  

By assuming that the level of satisfaction which people report for different hypothetical 

scenarios reflects their actual utility, say y*, we estimate the following utility model: 

 isiisis Xy εµβ ++=* ,        (1) 

where yis* is the utility of individual i corresponding to the vignette (scenario) s (s=1,2,3); Xis 

is the vector of explanatory variables that characterize the vignette’s factors; μi is the 

individual-specific effect capturing characteristics that are specific to the individual and 

which might affect the level of reported satisfaction (for example, personality traits and mood 

on the day of the interview); and εis is the idiosyncratic error term which we assume to be 

independent of the explanatory variables. 

We begin by estimating a linear regression model with random effects, with robust 

standard errors to take account of the correlation in the error term within individuals across 

vignettes. The model includes dummy variables for different levels of the five factors 

describing the vignettes, plus interactions between the housework share dummies and each of 

the remaining four factors; we also control for individual age and age squared.  

4.2. Main results 

Results from linear random effects models are presented in Table 3. Main effects from the vignette 

factors are reported at the top of the table, followed by interactions between housework shares and all 

the other factors. Because this is a very large table, only coefficients and significance levels are 
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shown; full results with standard errors are reported in Table A1 in Appendix A. Results are shown 

for the combined sample of men and women (Column 1) and for women and men separately 

(Columns 2 and 3); Column 4 shows the difference in the coefficients across gender computed using 

the pooled sample of women and men but allowing the coefficients to vary by gender8. The main 

effects suggest that both men and women have a preference for housework to be distributed equally 

between the members of a couple, with both the alternatives (doing less housework than one’s 

partner, and doing more than one’s partner) being associated with significantly lower satisfaction 

scores. The negative coefficients on unequal hours of housework are offset (but only partially) by the 

interaction terms between housework and shares of paid work. These interactions provide additional 

insights into the general preference for equity. In the first group of interactions (interactions with the 

“respondent does < 50% housework” variable), the interaction coefficient on “respondent works full-

time, partner works part-time” is much larger than the corresponding coefficient on “respondent part-

time, partner full-time”; that is, people are happier doing less housework if they do more paid work 

than their partner. In the second group (interactions with the “respondent does > 50% housework” 

variable), the interaction coefficient on “respondent part-time, partner full-time” is much larger than 

the interaction coefficient on “respondent full-time, partner part-time”; that is, people are happier 

doing more housework if they do less paid work than their partner. Thus, as well as indicating a 

preference for an equal division of housework, the results also suggest that respondents are 

considering the total distribution of paid and unpaid work, and indicating a preference for equity in 

this total allocation. 

 

                                                 
 

8  The differences in coefficients reported in Column 4 are almost identical to the differences 
between Columns 2 and 3; the slight discrepancies are due to small differences in the 
variance of the unobserved component between men and women. 
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TABLE 3: LINEAR RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL OF SATISFACTION RATINGS  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 All Women Men Gender 

difference 
Main effects: vignette factors     
Share of housework (ref: about the same)     

Resp. does < 50% of housework -1.106*** -1.194*** -1.012*** -0.190 
Resp. does > 50% of housework  -1.539*** -1.699*** -1.387*** -0.306 

Hours of paid work (ref: both full-time)     
Both part-time  -0.167 -0.188 -0.094 -0.096 
Resp. full-time, partner part-time -0.726*** -1.030*** -0.365* -0.671** 
Resp. part-time, partner full-time -0.287* -0.355 -0.179 -0.166 

Hourly pay (ref: about equal)     
Resp. hourly pay half that of partner -0.033 0.015 -0.060 0.063 
Resp. hourly pay double that of partner  -0.148 -0.101 -0.158 0.059 

Paid help with housework (ref: none)     
Cleaner one morning per week -0.014 -0.015 -0.050 0.027 

Presence of children (ref: none)     
6-month-old child -0.005 0.157 -0.238 0.394 
5-year-old child 0.034 0.306 -0.273 0.585** 
15-year-old child 0.322** 0.315 0.307 0.001 

Interactions: Resp. does <50% housework X     
Both part-time  0.313 0.337 0.238 0.106 
Resp. full-time, partner part-time 1.249*** 1.537*** 0.921*** 0.633* 
Resp. part-time, partner full-time 0.533*** 0.460* 0.571** -0.113 
Resp. hourly pay half that of partner 0.009 -0.082 0.077 -0.154 
Resp. hourly pay double that of partner 0.438*** 0.458** 0.352 0.091 
Cleaner one morning per week 0.105 0.092 0.153 -0.062 
6-month-old child -0.034 -0.057 0.066 -0.097 
5-year-old child -0.118 -0.333 0.157 -0.494 
15-year-old child -0.578*** -0.519** -0.601** 0.100 

Interactions: Resp. does >50% housework X     
Both part-time  0.088 0.018 0.156 -0.131 
Resp. full-time, partner part-time 0.531*** 0.771*** 0.261 0.505 
Resp. part-time, partner full-time 1.062*** 1.313*** 0.760*** 0.529 
Resp. hourly pay half that of partner 0.167 0.049 0.299 -0.244 
Resp. hourly pay double that of partner 0.084 -0.030 0.180 -0.217 
Cleaner one morning per week 0.352*** 0.453** 0.256 0.198 
6-month-old child -0.034 -0.178 0.218 -0.397 
5-year-old child -0.079 -0.370 0.282 -0.650* 
15-year-old child -0.391** -0.358 -0.381 0.038 

Age -0.044*** -0.043*** -0.040** -0.003 
Age squared 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** -0.000 
Constant 5.875*** 5.933*** 5.733*** 0.205 
Number of observations 4,547 2,476 2,071 4,547 
Number of individuals 1,541 841 700 1,541 
Wald test χ2 425.59 312.33 158.11 479.93 
p-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Rho 0.473 0.434 0.518 0.472 
Notes: Asterisks denote significance levels.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  

(1) Model with equal coefficients across gender and using the pooled sample of women and men,   
(2)  Separate model for women, (3) separate model for men,  
(4)  Model with different coefficients across gender and using the pooled sample of women and men. 
The Wald test relates to the joint significance of all coefficients in the column. It is distributed as χ2(31) for 
Columns 1-3 and χ2(63) for Column 4. 
Rho is the faction of the variance of the unobserved component explained by the random effect. 
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The coefficients in Table 3 are most easily interpreted graphically. Figure 3 shows predicted 

satisfaction levels for men and women, varying the vignette factors. 

FIGURE 3: PREDICTED MEN AND WOMEN SATISFACTION SCORES FOR 

DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF VIGNETTE FACTORS 
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Predicted values are calculated at the midpoint of the age variable (about 48 years) and, 

unless stated, for the reference groups for all the vignette variables. Predictions are estimated 

using the pooled sample of men and women, imposing a zero random effect and a zero 

idiosyncratic error εis.  

Three pairs of predicted values are shown for each situation. In each case, the left-hand 

pair relates to the situation in which the respondent does less housework than his or her 

partner; the central pair relates to the situation in which both partners do equal shares, and the 

right-hand pair relates to the situation in which the respondent does more housework. For the 

sake of clarity, confidence intervals have not been shown on the graph (they are available on 

request), but the gender differences fall well short of statistical significance, even at the 10% 

level. 

In general, it is evident that both men and women prefer a situation in which the 

housework is equally shared. In most scenarios, both men and women seem somewhat to 

prefer to have their partner do most of the housework over doing most of the housework 

themselves; however, these differences are small compared to the substantial differences in 

preferences between equal and unequal shares.  

The only situation in which there is not an unequivocal preference for equal shares of 

housework is when the respondent works full-time and their partner works part-time. We find 

no gender difference in the level of satisfaction when respondents are asked to consider a 

scenario where they work full-time while their partner work part-time and have a housework 

share lower than their partner, but women seem to like less than men situations where they 

work full-time while their partner works part-time and have a housework share equal to or 

higher than their partner (see top panel of the Figure 3). In other words, women seem to have 

a stronger preference for adjusting their housework share when they do more paid work than 

their partner. A stronger preference among women for adjusting of housework shares to 

compensate for an unequal division of paid work is also evident in the scenarios where the 

respondent works part-time and the partner works full-time. In this scenario women prefer 

doing more than less housework than their partner, while men seem indifferent between doing 

more or less housework. These results are congruent with the empirical evidence produced by 

Gough and Killewald (2001), who find that people increase their share of housework on 

losing their job, but women increase twice as much their housework share than men. 
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Note that in scenarios where the woman works full-time, while the man works part-

time, women prefer a share of housework that is less than half, while men prefer an equal 

share. In other words, scenarios where a woman works full-time while the man works part-

time may lead to some disagreements on how to allocate the share of housework between 

partners. If the allocation of housework is decided by maximizing the sum of the satisfaction 

of the two partners, then women who work full-time while their partner works part-time 

would end up doing as much housework as their partner. This obviously decreases their level 

of satisfaction and may cause conflict and disagreements within partners, which could be 

resolved by avoiding arrangements where women do more paid work than their partner.  

In virtually all other scenarios, it is clear that the differences between predicted values 

for men and women are very small. There are two exceptions: when a 6-month-old or 5-year-

old child is present, women seem to be happier with equal shares of the housework than when 

no child is present, while men seem to be less happy. 

Testing formally for gender differences across the full model allowing all coefficients to 

differ between men and women, a Wald test (distributed as χ2 with 32 degrees of freedom) 

takes the value 45.05, with a p-value of 0.063. Thus, at the 5% level of significance, we do 

not reject the hypothesis that all regression coefficients between genders are equal.  

These results suggest that the structure of preferences does not differ systematically 

between men and women; in fact, with one or two exceptions, men and women have 

remarkably similar preferences over the allocation of paid work and housework. 

In particular, there is no evidence at all that women have stronger preferences than men 

for a larger share of housework or for a smaller share of market work (or, put another way, 

men do not have stronger preferences than women for a smaller share of the housework or for 

a larger share of market work). The main finding is of a preference for equity: both sexes 

appear to prefer an equal allocation of housework, and both sexes are more likely to feel more 

favorably disposed to doing a higher share of the housework if their partners are doing more 

of the market work. This suggests that the gendered division of labor which we observe in 

real life cannot be explained by gender differences in preferences or by internalization of 

gender norms, but must be caused by some other mechanism.  

4.3. Validity and robustness checks 

The linear model estimated above implicitly assumes that reported satisfaction, which is 

rated on a 7-point scale, is a direct measure of utility, and that each increment on the 7-point 
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scale corresponds to a similar increment in individuals’ utility. If this assumption does not 

hold, the linear model may give biased results. As a check on this, we re-estimate the model 

using an ordered probit specification; estimated coefficients are reported in Table 4. Results 

are very similar to those reported in Table 3; in particular, the estimated coefficients are 

extremely similar between men and women (standard errors are reported in Table A2 in 

Appendix A).  

The principal advantage of our factorial experiment is that it provides a solution to the 

problems of sample selection and endogeneity which may give rise to bias in satisfaction 

models when data from standard sample surveys is used. This is particularly important when 

attempting to identify the role of gender as a determinant of satisfaction with working 

arrangements between partners, since in real life these arrangements are not randomly 

allocated between men and women. However, a number of potential threats to the validity of 

our experiment remain. First, the fact that vignettes (and factors within vignettes) have been 

randomly assigned to sample members, does not necessarily mean that their distribution is 

completely random among respondents, since some people do not provide a response to one 

or more of the vignette questions.  

A second possible threat to the validity of our experiment is that our estimates may be 

biased if self-reported measures of satisfaction are not comparable between individuals 

because they are influenced by personal perceptions and emotional factors such as a 

respondent’s state of mind at the time of interview. 

Finally, the estimated effects of gender on satisfaction with housework may be 

inaccurate if people who are asked to report their level of satisfaction with different 

hypothetical work arrangements give answers that abstract from their own gender.  
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TABLE 4: ORDERED PROBIT MODEL FOR SATISFACTION WITH INDIVIDUAL 

RANDOM EFFECTS  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Variables All Women Men Gender 

difference 
Main effects: vignette factors     
Share of housework (ref: about the same)     

Resp. does < 50% of housework -0.925*** -0.973*** -0.898*** -0.169 
Resp. does > 50% of housework  -1.270*** -1.355*** -1.217*** -0.258 

Hours of paid work (ref: both full-time)     
Both part-time  -0.149 -0.178 -0.080 -0.106 
Resp. full-time, partner part-time -0.621*** -0.843*** -0.348 -0.554* 
Resp. part-time, partner full-time -0.266* -0.308 -0.183 -0.135 

Hourly pay (ref: about equal)     
Resp. hourly pay half that of partner -0.035 -0.003 -0.057 0.041 
Resp. hourly pay double that of partner  -0.136 -0.090 -0.151 0.054 

Paid help with housework (ref: none)     
Cleaner one morning per week -0.005 -0.040 -0.005 -0.047 

Presence of children (ref: none)     
6-month-old child -0.024 0.102 -0.233 0.325 
5-year-old child 0.013 0.247 -0.269 0.517* 
15-year-old child 0.276* 0.314 0.217 0.117 

Interactions: Resp. does <50% housework X     
Both part-time  0.262 0.300 0.190 0.131 
Resp. full-time, partner part-time 1.021*** 1.210*** 0.808*** 0.520 
Resp. part-time, partner full-time 0.456** 0.383 0.507* -0.085 
Resp. hourly pay half that of partner 0.019 -0.043 0.070 -0.110 
Resp. hourly pay double that of partner 0.367** 0.366* 0.313 0.070 
Cleaner one morning per week 0.068 0.084 0.089 0.004 
6-month-old child 0.011 -0.015 0.120 -0.104 
5-year-old child -0.082 -0.279 0.184 -0.468 
15-year-old child -0.478** -0.461* -0.470* -0.021 

Interactions: Resp. does >50% housework X     
Both part-time  0.094 0.040 0.158 -0.112 
Resp. full-time, partner part-time 0.457** 0.638*** 0.246 0.420 
Resp. part-time, partner full-time 0.860*** 1.013*** 0.658** 0.406 
Resp. hourly pay half that of partner 0.135 0.054 0.243 -0.166 
Resp. hourly pay double that of partner 0.094 0.013 0.166 -0.153 
Cleaner one morning per week 0.268** 0.363** 0.181 0.216 
6-month-old child -0.002 -0.116 0.229 -0.338 
5-year-old child -0.061 -0.310 0.263 -0.565* 
15-year-old child -0.346* -0.382 -0.275 -0.125 

Age -0.037*** -0.035** -0.0359* -0.002 
Age squared 0.000*** 0.000** 0.000** 0.000 
Observations 4,547 2,476 2,071 4,547 
Number of individuals 1,541 841 700 1,541 
Wald test χ2  
Wald p-value  

1006.78 
0.000 

440.52 
0.000 

570.49 
0.000 

1000.92 
0.000 

Rho 0.547 0.496 0.605 0.548 
Notes: Asterisks denote significance levels.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  

(1) Model with equal coefficients across gender and using the pooled sample of women and men,  
(2) Separate model for women, (3) separate model for men,  
(4) Model with different coefficients across gender and using the pooled sample of women and men. 
The Wald test relates to the joint significance of all coefficients in the column. It is distributed as χ2(31) for 
Columns 1-3 and χ2(63) for Column 4. 

   Rho is the faction of the variance of the unobserved component explained by the random effect. 
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We address the first potential problem by checking whether our final subsample still 

constitutes a valid random experiment; to do this, we need to confirm that the factors defining 

each vignette are uncorrelated with both observed and unobserved individual characteristics. It 

is relatively straightforward to test for correlation with observed characteristics (see the validity 

tests described in Section 3.2). We test for correlation with unobserved characteristics by 

estimating model (1) under both fixed and random effects specifications, and testing whether 

there are statistically significant differences between the two sets of estimates, using a 

Hausman-type test that is robust to potential correlation in the errors within individuals, as 

suggested by Wooldridge (2002); in effect, this constitutes a test of whether the controls in the 

model are uncorrelated with individual-level unobservable characteristics. The computed p-

value of this test is 0.401; we therefore do not reject the hypothesis that the coefficients from 

fixed and random effects models are equal, and we do not reject the hypothesis that the factors 

are indeed randomly assigned among respondents. We repeat this test with an extended version 

of model (1), including as additional explanatory variables individuals’ real-life level of 

education, job status, marital status and number of children. The results are similar, confirming 

that the vignette factors are indeed uncorrelated with both observable and unobservable 

individual characteristics, and that our experiment is a valid random experiment. 

The second potential problem is also addressed by the comparison of fixed and random 

effects coefficients from model (1). Individual-level factors such as personality traits or an 

individual’s mood at the time of completing the questionnaire may affect the ways in which 

satisfaction is reported: that is, they may lead to individuals who experience similar levels of 

satisfaction with a particular arrangement to report their levels of satisfaction differently. 

Fixed effects estimates net out these between-individual differences; the fact that there are no 

statistically significant differences between our fixed and random effects estimates 

demonstrates that to the extent that there exist unobserved factors which cause individuals to 

report their levels of satisfaction differently, these cannot bias our results because they are 

uncorrelated with our vignette factors. In real life, of course, factors describing partners’ work 

arrangements, earning power and so on are not generally uncorrelated with other individual 

characteristics, and this can lead to biased estimates. 

Finally, to check the third issue – that is, whether the absence of gender differences is 

caused by people abstracting from their own gender when reporting their levels of satisfaction 

for different vignettes – we carry out a sensitivity analysis using a subsample of people for 
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whom gender identity had been “primed” via a set of questions administered prior to the 

vignettes, which asked individuals to report their satisfaction with a different life domain by 

comparing themselves with other people of their own gender (see Burton 2013 for details). 

When we estimate model (1) with individual random effects for this subsample, and test 

between-gender differences, we do not reject the equality of the coefficients between genders 

(the test result is reported in Table 5 second row). This suggests that the lack of significant 

gender differences in satisfaction with housework is genuine rather than being caused by 

people abstracting from their own gender when people answer the vignette questions.  

In our experiment we assume that people abstract from their actual work arrangements 

and from the presence or absence of a partner or of children in their real lives when rating 

hypothetical scenarios. But this assumption does not automatically hold, and events such as 

partnership formation or the birth of children, or real-life housework arrangements, may 

influence the relationship between gender and preferences. Thus, although we observe very 

few differences between men’s and women’s preferences across the whole sample, it is 

possible that there may be gender differences in certain subgroups of the population. To test 

this, we repeat our analysis on the subgroups of people who (a) actually do, or do not, live 

with a spouse or partner; (b) actually do, and do not, live with children; and (c) report actually 

doing at most half, or more than half, the housework. For each of these subgroups we re-

estimate the linear regression model in Table (3) allowing the coefficients to differ between 

men and women, and test for the equality of these coefficients across gender using a Wald 

test, distributed as chi-squared with 32 degrees of freedom. In Table 5 we report the result of 

this test for the different samples. 

 

TABLE 5: TESTING GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE 

LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL WITH INDIVIDUAL RANDOM EFFECTS 

Sample Test statistics p-value No. obs.  
Full sample 45.05 0.063 4,547 
Gender primed 25.48 0.786 2,334 
Married people 37.61 0.228 2,608 
Single people 40.98 0.133 1,939 
People with children 45.75 0.055 1,230 
People without children 32.25 0.454 3,317 
Housework share ≤50% 33.60 0.390 1,606 
Housework share >50% 45.17 0.061 2,941 
Excluding "Satisficers" 37.01 0.249 3,081 
Notes: The variables used to define the different subsample are real life characteristics. The test is supposed to 
be distributed as a Chi square 32 degree of freedom under the assumption of gender equality in the coefficients. 
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There appear to be no differences between the sexes by partnership status: the p-value for the 

equality of coefficients across genders under the Wald test is 0.228 for people who are 

married or living with a partner, and 0.133 for single people.  

The analogous test, across people who do and do not have children, yields p-values for 

the equality of coefficients across genders of 0.454 for people without children and 0.054 for 

people with children. This gender difference among people with children, significant at the 

10% but not the 5% level, arises partly from the fact that in this group, women show more of 

an aversion to unequal housework arrangements (in both directions) than men do; there are 

also differences between men and women in the coefficient on doing more paid work than 

one’s partner (with women showing a greater aversion to this arrangement), although these 

cancel out when interaction terms are considered. 

Differences between the samples of people doing at most half, and more than half, the 

housework follow a similar pattern: among people who do at most half of the housework in 

real life, there are no significant gender differences (p-value 0.390), whereas among people 

who actually do more than half the housework, the gender differences are significant at the 

10% level (p-value 0.061). In this case, the differences are driven mainly by differences in the 

effects of a five-year-old child (which leads to higher satisfaction of women compared to 

men), which cancel out when interaction terms are considered; there do not appear to be 

systematic differences between men and women over preferences for housework or paid 

work. 

Thus, at the 5% level of significance we do not reject the hypothesis that men’s and 

women’s preferences for work arrangements are identical in any of these subsamples, while at 

the 10% level of significance, there is some evidence of gender differences among people 

who actually have children, and among people who do more than half the housework in real 

life, although these do not appear to relate primarily to preferences over housework.  

One final test relates to the practice of “satisficing” in surveys (Krosnick et al. 1996; 

Oppenheimer et al. 2009). Satisficing is the practice whereby some respondents provide 

answers to questions, but shortcut their cognitive efforts, to the extent that their responses do 

not correctly reflect their situation or their opinions. One common strategy of “satisficers” is 

to give identical answers to all items in a battery of questions; these are often located at the 

midpoint of the range. We repeated our analysis excluding respondents who had given the 

same response to all three vignettes (note that not all of these will have been “satisficers”, 
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since some people will be genuinely indifferent between the vignettes). Our results on gender 

differences were not changed.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have discussed competing theories which seek to explain the highly 

gendered distribution of housework within couples. We have focused on one group of 

theories, namely those which propose that gender identity (that is, internalized gender norms) 

is responsible for gendered housework shares, via its effect on men’s and women’s relative 

preferences for housework and paid work. We test this theory in an experimental context, by 

estimating the levels of satisfaction with different allocations of paid and unpaid work within 

a partnership, and the differences between men and women in these levels of satisfaction.  

We ask people to visualize themselves in a range of hypothetical scenarios in which the 

share of housework and paid work done by the respondent and his or her partner is varied, 

and to report on how satisfactory they find each of these scenarios. Our experimental design 

circumvents a range of problems which may occur if one attempts to estimate the utility 

which men and women derive from different work allocations using survey data: post-hoc 

rationalization, endogeneity, and a paucity of observations on non-standard work 

arrangements.  

Our main finding is that both men and women display a marked preference for equity 

within a partnership, in terms of both the allocation of housework and the total allocation of 

paid and unpaid work; there is little evidence that either men or women are systematically 

selfish in their preferences, or that men’s preferences differ systematically from those of 

women, or that either men or women prefer arrangements under which the woman specializes 

in home production while the man specializes in market work. The only exceptions are the 

following: (1) in situations where there is an unequal sharing of paid work between partners, 

women seem to have a stronger preference then men for adjusting their housework share in 

response to their paid work share, (2) in scenarios where the woman works full time and the 

man works part-time, men’s and women’s preferences diverge, with women preferring to do 

less housework than their partner and men preferring to do an equal amount of housework, 

(3) in the presence of a young child (6-month or 5-year old) women’s preference for an equal 

share of housework intensifies more than that of men.  
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We are not aware of any existing studies with which our findings may be directly 

compared; however, our results are certainly congruent with those of Harryson et al. (2012), 

which suggest that levels of psychological distress are lower, among both men and women, in 

partnerships in which housework is shared equally; those of Sigle-Rushton (2010) who finds 

that the incidence of divorce is lower among couples who share housework and childcare; and 

with those of Gough and Killwald (2001), who find that women increase their housework 

share in response of losing their paid job more than men in an equivalent situation.  

Given our empirical results our main conclusion is that women preferences are not 

aligned with gender norms, so that the reasons behind the gendered allocation of housework 

must lie elsewhere, perhaps in the different bargaining strategies employed by men and 

women. 

It is clear from previous studies (Álvarez and Miles, 2003; Washbrook, 2007, and 

others) that the higher share of housework done by women can only be explained partially by 

gender differences in observable characteristics. Our findings add to this by indicating that it 

is also unlikely that gender differences in housework shares can be explained by systematic 

differences in the utility that men and women derive from doing housework.  

So, why do women do such a large share of the housework? It is worth noting that our 

finding that there are no systematic gender differences in preferences over housework 

allocations does not mean that there are no systematic gender differences in preferences over 

other domains, or in personality traits. For example, several psychological studies (Costa et 

al. 2001; Schmitt et al. 2008) have reported that women score more highly than men on the 

personality dimension of agreeableness. In the presence of a marital hold-up problem, 

women’s tendency to be more agreeable and less antagonistic (see e.g. Bertrand 2011) may 

mean they end up investing more in housework, even if this is not economically the best 

choice for them. Put another way, even though women do not derive any more utility from 

doing housework than men do, they may derive a greater level of utility than men from 

avoiding conflict in a relationship, with the net result that they end up doing more housework. 

Our empirical evidence provides a potential explanation for this type of behavior in the 

scenario where women have a full-time work while their partner works part-time. In this 

scenario men are happier with an equal share of housework, while women are happier with a 

lower share of housework. This situation can create some conflict between partners, which 
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might be resolved by women doing actually half of the housework or by women specializing 

more in housework and avoiding situations where they do more paid work than their partner.  

In this article we have highlighted the multiple advantages of a vignette-based 

experimental approach for improving our understanding of the determinants of the gendered 

distribution of housework; there is no reason why similar experimental techniques could not 

be used to examine the possible role of unobservable differences in personality and 

preferences over other domains. 
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APPENDIX: TABLES OF MAIN RESULTS WITH STANDARD ERRORS 

 

TABLE A1 LINEAR RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL OF SATISFACTION RATINGS 

WITH STANDARD ERRORS 

 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
VARIABLE All Women Men Gender 

difference 
     
Lower housework share -1.106*** -1.194*** -1.012*** -0.190 
    (0.203) (0.301) (0.272) (0.406) 
Higher housework share  -1.539*** -1.699*** -1.387*** -0.306 
    (0.193) (0.282) (0.265) (0.387) 
Both partners work part-time  -0.167 -0.188 -0.094 -0.096 
   (Both PT) (0.163) (0.243) (0.215) (0.325) 
Respondent work full-time,  -0.726*** -1.030*** -0.365* -0.671** 
   partner part-time (FT-PT) (0.159) (0.231) (0.205) (0.310) 
Respondent work part-time,  -0.287* -0.355 -0.179 -0.166 
   partner full-time (PT-FT) (0.166) (0.240) (0.228) (0.331) 
Respondent’s pay half -0.033 0.015 -0.060 0.063 
   (Pay half) (0.128) (0.187) (0.171) (0.255) 
Resp. earns twice as much  -0.148 -0.101 -0.158 0.059 
   (Pay twice) (0.130) (0.184) (0.181) (0.259) 
Pay for housework  -0.014 -0.015 -0.050 0.027 
    (0.106) (0.158) (0.137) (0.209) 
6-month old child -0.005 0.157 -0.238 0.394 
 (0.154) (0.227) (0.199) (0.303) 
5-year old child 0.034 0.306 -0.273 0.585** 
 (0.147) (0.218) (0.195) (0.293) 
15-year old child 0.322** 0.315 0.307 0.001 
 (0.154) (0.225) (0.206) (0.305) 
Lower housework share 0.313 0.337 0.238 0.106 
   Both PT (0.192) (0.278) (0.264) (0.383) 
Lower housework share 1.249*** 1.537*** 0.921*** 0.633* 
   FT-PT (0.190) (0.267) (0.264) (0.376) 
Lower housework share 0.533*** 0.460* 0.571** -0.113 
   PT-FT (0.194) (0.273) (0.274) (0.387) 
Lower housework share 0.009 -0.082 0.077 -0.154 
   Pay half (0.155) (0.228) (0.202) (0.307) 
Lower housework share 0.438*** 0.458** 0.352 0.091 
   Pay twice (0.157) (0.222) (0.220) (0.313) 
Lower housework share 0.105 0.092 0.153 -0.062 
   Pay for housework (0.128) (0.186) (0.175) (0.255) 
 
 Lower housework share 

-0.034 -0.057 0.066 -0.097 

   6-month old child (0.185) (0.267) (0.253) (0.369) 
Lower housework share -0.118 -0.333 0.157 -0.494 
   5-year old child (0.177) (0.261) (0.233) (0.350) 
Lower housework share -0.578*** -0.519** -0.601** 0.100 
   15-year old child (0.177) (0.250) (0.250) (0.353) 
Larger housework share 0.088 0.018 0.156 -0.131 
   Both PT (0.191) (0.282) (0.251) (0.378) 
Larger housework share 0.531*** 0.771*** 0.261 0.505 
   FT-PT (0.187) (0.272) (0.245) (0.367) 
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Larger housework share 1.062*** 1.313*** 0.760*** 0.529 
   PT-FT (0.197) (0.284) (0.270) (0.392) 
Larger housework share 0.167 0.049 0.299 -0.244 
   Pay half (0.156) (0.222) (0.217) (0.311) 
Larger housework share 0.084 -0.030 0.180 -0.217 
   Pay twice (0.161) (0.223) (0.230) (0.320) 
Larger housework share 0.352*** 0.453** 0.256 0.198 
   Paid housework (0.125) (0.184) (0.165) (0.247) 
Larger housework share -0.034 -0.178 0.218 -0.397 
   6-month old child (0.187) (0.267) (0.252) (0.369) 
Larger housework share -0.079 -0.370 0.282 -0.650* 
   5-year old child (0.174) (0.252) (0.236) (0.346) 
Larger housework share -0.391** -0.358 -0.381 0.038 
   15-year old child (0.184) (0.259) (0.262) (0.368) 
Age -0.044*** -0.043*** -0.040** -0.003 
 (0.011) (0.015) (0.017) (0.023) 
Age squared 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** -0.000 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 
Constant 5.875*** 5.933*** 5.733*** 0.205 
 (0.302) (0.427) (0.433) (0.608) 
     
Number of observations 4,547 2,476 2,071 4,547 
Number of individuals 1,541 841 700 1,541 

Wald test χ2 425.594 312.337 158.106 479.932 
p-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Rho 0.473 0.434 0.518 0.472 
Notes: Asterisks denote significance levels.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  

(2) Model with equal coefficients across gender and using the pooled sample of women and men,   
(2)  Separate model for women, (3) separate model for men,  
(4)  Model with different coefficients across gender and using the pooled sample of women and men. 
The Wald test relates to the joint significance of all coefficients in the column. It is distributed as χ2(31) for 
Columns 1-3 and χ2(63) for Column 4. 
Rho is the faction of the variance of the unobserved component explained by the random effect. 
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TABLE A2 ORDERED PROBIT MODEL FOR SATISFACTION WITH RANDOM 

INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS AND STANDARD ERRORS  

 (1) (2) (3)  
Variables All Women Men  
     
Lower housework share -0.925*** -0.973*** -0.898*** -0.169 
 (0.158) (0.216) (0.234) (0.317) 
Large housework share -1.270*** -1.355*** -1.217*** -0.258 
 (0.157) (0.218) (0.229) (0.314) 
Both partners work part-time -0.149 -0.178 -0.0798 -0.106 
 (Both PT) (0.124) (0.167) (0.186) (0.25) 
Respondent work full-time, -0.621*** -0.843*** -0.348 -0.554* 
 partner part-time (FT-PT) (0.12) (0.159) (0.184) (0.242) 
Respondent work part-time, -0.266* -0.308 -0.183 -0.135 
 partner full-time (PT-FT) (0.123) (0.168) (0.183) (0.248) 
Respondent’s pay half -0.0351 -0.0027 -0.0566 0.041 
 (Pay half) (0.105) (0.141) (0.158) (0.211) 
Respondent earns twice as much -0.136 -0.0895 -0.151 0.0535 
 (Pay twice) (0.106) (0.14) (0.162) (0.213) 
Pay for housework -0.00456 -0.0395 -0.00475 -0.0467 
 (0.0856) (0.115) (0.13) (0.173) 
6-month old child -0.0239 0.102 -0.233 0.325 
 (0.12) (0.16) (0.182) (0.241) 
5-year old child 0.0127 0.247 -0.269 0.517* 
 (0.118) (0.16) (0.177) (0.238) 
15-year old child 0.276* 0.314 0.217 0.117 
 (0.126) (0.169) (0.191) (0.254) 
Lower housework share 0.262 0.3 0.19 0.131 
 Both PT (0.147) (0.198) (0.222) (0.297) 
Lower housework share 1.021*** 1.210*** 0.808*** 0.52 
 FT-PT (0.146) (0.194) (0.225) (0.294) 
Lower housework share 0.456** 0.383 0.507* -0.0845 
 PT-FT (0.148) (0.201) (0.219) (0.296) 
Lower housework share 0.0185 -0.0427 0.0694 -0.11 
 Pay half (0.127) (0.17) (0.191) (0.255) 
Lower housework share 0.367** 0.366* 0.313 0.0697 
 Pay twice (0.128) (0.171) (0.195) (0.259) 
Lower housework share 0.0677 0.0837 0.0893 0.00446 
 Pay for housework (0.104) (0.139) (0.157) (0.209) 
Lower housework share 0.0111 -0.0151 0.12 -0.104 
 6-month old child (0.145) (0.194) (0.219) (0.291) 
Lower housework share -0.0817 -0.279 0.184 -0.468 
 5-year old child (0.143) (0.193) (0.215) (0.289) 
Lower housework share -0.478** -0.461* -0.470* -0.0211 
 15-year old child (0.148) (0.198) (0.223) (0.297) 
Larger housework share 0.0936 0.0397 0.158 -0.112 
 Both PT (0.147) (0.199) (0.221) (0.297) 
Larger housework share 0.457** 0.638*** 0.246 0.42 
 FT-PT (0.142) (0.19) (0.218) (0.288) 
Larger housework share 0.860*** 1.013*** 0.658** 0.406 
 PT-FT (0.148) (0.203) (0.219) (0.298) 
Larger housework share 0.135 0.0544 0.243 -0.166 
 Pay half (0.125) (0.167) (0.189) (0.252) 
Larger housework share 0.0944 0.0127 0.166 -0.153 
 Pay twice (0.131) (0.175) (0.199) (0.264) 
Larger housework share 0.268** 0.363** 0.181 0.216 
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 Paid housework (0.102) (0.137) (0.153) (0.205) 
Larger housework share -0.00169 -0.116 0.229 -0.338 
 6-month old child (0.147) (0.198) (0.222) (0.297) 
Larger housework share -0.0612 -0.31 0.263 -0.565* 
 5-year old child (0.14) (0.191) (0.21) (0.283) 
Larger housework share -0.346* -0.382 -0.275 -0.125 
 15-year old child (0.153) (0.205) (0.231) (0.308) 
Age -0.0371*** -0.0348** -0.0359* -0.00244 
 (0.0099) (0.0127) (0.0159) (0.0199) 
Age squared 0.000415*** 0.000360** 0.000429** -2.8E-05 
 (0.0001) (0.00013) (0.00016) (0.00021) 
Observations 4,547 2,476 2,071 4,547 
Number of individuals 1,541 841 700 1,541 
Wald test χ2 
Wald p-value  

1006,78 
0.000 

440.52 
0.000 

570.49 
0.000 

1000,92 
0.000 

Notes: Asterisks denote significance levels.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  
(1) Model with equal coefficients across gender and using the combined sample of women and men,  
(2) Separate model for women, (3) Separate model for men,  
(4) Model with different coefficients across gender and using the combined sample of women and men. 
The Wald test relates to the joint significance of all coefficients in the column. It is distributed as χ2(31) for 
Columns 1-3 and χ2(63) for Column 4. 

   Rho is the faction of the variance of the unobserved component explained by the random effect. 
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